Sub: Result for engagement of Two “Project Engineers” at ERNET India on contract basis against the advertisement published in “Hindustan Times” & “Hindustan” on 12.05.2018

2. On the basis of interview held on 14.05.2018 for engagement of Two “Project Engineers” at ERNET India on contract basis under the project “High Capacity SCPC VSAT link at Kavaratti” & “VSAT Connectivity for internet access in North Eastern States” result is as under:-

(A) Name of Project - “VSAT Connectivity for internet access in North Eastern States”
   Selected Candidate - Shri Shomil Bansal S/o. Shri Vijay Kishan

(B) Name of Project “High Capacity SCPC VSAT link at Kavaratti”
   Selected Candidate - None found suitable

The selection of above candidates is subject to verification of original documents against the eligibility criteria prescribed in the advertisement
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